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The Minimalist Garden 

With summer upon us, it feels wonderful to slow down our schedules and simplify our lives. 

However, one is compelled to ask why we cannot proceed this way at all times. Wouldn’t we be more 
present in our lives as well as in those of loved ones? The philosophical discussion of this topic is for a 
different arena, but we might instead consider the benefits of simplifying in the garden.  

We are all guilty of either taking on too much in the garden or simply not making any effort at all. With 
lives being so busy and time at a premium, it is still possible to enjoy a garden well suited to our 
lifestyles. How about creating a minimalist garden? Before you start imagining cold, unfriendly spaces, 
let me assure you that such gardens are by no means boring or lacking charm. Correctly conceived, a 
minimalist garden is simple, sophisticated and elegant. They are great spaces to relax, entertain or play.  

Minimalism is not a style, really. It is an aesthetic sensibility to design where less is more. 

All gardens need to be appropriate to the architecture of the house, but this point is particularly relevant 
in creating a minimalist garden. They can be for shade or sun, Mediterranean, French parterre, English 
or Italian formal, contemporary and even whimsical.  Such gardens are not a modern concept. They 
existed even in Greek and Roman times. 

As the name suggests, colors, shapes and the number of plants are all kept to a minimum. Natural 
materials can be optimized. Hardscaping is very much a significant feature. Bricks, gravel, concrete, 
stone, wood, glass, galvanized metal or stainless steel, are all used to great effect. The key is to not 
overuse anything. Balance and precision are critical. Clutter and busyness are removed to make way for 
clean, bold lines. One walks a tightrope of design when creating a minimalist garden. Success usually 
involves some professional input. 
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Lighting is used to highlight features and create moods, and well-placed mirrors can play up the 
changing patterns created by light both natural and artificial. Minimalist gardens are extremely well 
served by the use of water. Imagine flowing rills, gentle fountains, reflecting pools or lyrical waterfalls.  

Use of gravel instead of swathes of grass, planting juniper as a living mulch to keep water consumption 
down as well as suppress the emergence of weeds or making a stunning tree a focal point are all vital 
elements in minimalist gardening. Sculptures are often incorporated in such gardens. Architectural 
plantings with strong shapes and textures punctuate the minimalism theme. I once had the privilege of 
being in a small shade garden that had one very large, magnificent tree under planted with a single type 
of fern. The calm in that space was ethereal. 

Visualize square or rectangular area covered in pea gravel. Nothing except for boxwood shaped in 
perfect spheres of different sizes is planted at random. The effect is as though there were a game of some 
sort in progress. Simple and charming. 

The making of a minimalist garden is not easy, but maintaining it is. They are practical and combine 
form and function rather well. There is great beauty in such simplicity. 
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